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Most of the time in crochet, one works a stitch by inserting the hook through both loops at the 
top of the stitch. But some interesting or useful things happen when you try it a different way….  

Back bump of starting chain 
Instead of working through the top loop of a starting chain, a lot of patterns suggest working in 
the back bump of the chain. It makes the beginning of your work match the end (great for 
scarves or necklines), or makes picking up a border easier. The photo shows how this is done. If 
your chain stitches tend to work up tighter than your single or double crochets, you might want 
to work the starting chain row with a hook one or two sizes larger. 

photo - left to right -  Single crochet sample working in both loops, front loop only, back loop 
only 



 Front loop is the one closest to you as you work, back is the one behind it. While my samples 
for this section are all in single crochet, you can also use it in half double or double…. 

Front Loop only 

There is a slight difference  from the first sample in height working front loop only, making 
things a bit taller. The leftover loop makes a bit of design element, and the fabric is a little bit 
lighter. I have seen this only a few times in patterns, where the open loop will be picked up 
later. But if you are trying out some ideas for a softer, more supple fabric, give this a try. 

Back loop only 

This pulls the fabric into ridges, and changes the height a lot (all 3 samples have the same 
number of rows.) This is used to create a stretchy fabric, good for hats, sweater cuffs, or 
garments with a bit of stretch.   I have also seen a single row used to mark a transition or a fold 
line 

 

Alternating front and back loop 
This makes a less dense stitch, about the same height as working through both loops. It is a fun 
way to add a small amount of texture to a plain piece, or to break up the strong horizontal line 
of crochet in both loops. 

Try these with half double and double crochet stitches - half double in back loop only makes a 
very pretty soft rib, double alternating front and back loop makes a very pretty stitch. 



 

Post stitch 
 
Post stitches can be worked in single crochet, but I usually see it done with double, triple, or 
taller stitches. The “post” is the body of the stitch; post stitches are worked around the  post, 
either front to back or back to front. The resulting stitch is raised slightly above the surface. Post 
stitches are used in crochet cables and basket weave, as well as in other patterns. A row of post 
stitches can also serve as a transition between a flat base and the sides of a cylinder (look at 
some of the crochet cupcakes) 

Front Post the hook is inserted front to back, pushed around the post to the front, where the yarn 
is caught, then stitch completed as usual 

Back Post - the hook is inserted back to front, pushed around the post to the back, where the 
yarn is caught, then stitch completed as usual 

Different effects can be achieved by working front and back posts in combination, or by 
alternating them with regular single or double crochet stitches. A double crochet post stitch will 
be shorter than a regular stitch, as it lies almost half overlapping with the preceding row. 



Front Post stitch every row -  makes a rib type of stitch, very dense. Could be used for a rug or 
hot pad. 

 

 

Post stitches only on front of fabric   There is a definite front and back to this, back is smooth, 
all raised stitches are on front  
Set up row - double crochet in every chain 
Second Row - (right side) single crochet, front post double across - end with a sc 
Third row (back) sc, back post double across - end with a sc 

Post stitches on front and back of  
fabric  this makes a reversible fabric 

Set up row - double crochet across 
Row 2 - alternate front and back post stitches across 
Row 3 - work as the stitches fall - front post around stitches that 
“face” front, back post around stitches that “face” back. 

There is a lot more one can do with post stitches, but this will get you started.     

Have fun exploring different effects with loops and posts! 


